
 
 
 

 

 

Celebration Theatre, a non-profit arts organization, is the longest continually operating LGBTQ theatre 
company in the country and we are currently celebrating our 35th year. The company has become 
renowned in the Los Angeles theatre community, regularly receiving top LA theatre awards and recognition. 
 
The next production in our season is the hilarious, outrageous and fabulous musical road trip, Priscilla Queen 
of the Desert, which features some of the most classic dance songs of all time including “It’s Raining Men,” “I 
Will Survive,” and "I Love the Nightlife.” The show is co-produced by Stephen Soucy (co-lead producer of the 
Broadway-bound Romy and Michele The Musical) and Jay Marcus (Producing Director of Celebration 
Theatre), and directed by Jessica Hanna (co-founder of Bootleg Theater). 
 
Priscilla is a major musical and will require significant donor assistance to make it a reality. This is where 
YOU come in! We’ve created opportunities for loyal donors to sponsor different segments of our 
production, and to receive recognition for assisting in staging the best, most impactful production possible. 

 

Sponsorship Opportunities  
 

All sponsors receive acknowledgement on our lobby Donor Wall and in our program,  
plus an invitation to an exclusive donor cocktail reception. 

 
Executive Producer  |  $5000+ each  |  Receive above-the-title credit,  

 plus 2 seats each at our Private Cast & Crew Dinner, Invited Dress Rehearsal, and our Gala Opening Night  
 

Costume Underwriter  |  3 opportunities @ $2000 each  |  Dress our actors in outrageous frocks and receive 2 
seats each at our Private Cast & Crew Dinner, Invited Dress Rehearsal, and any performance after opening weekend 

Set Underwriter  |  3 opportunities @ $1000 each  |  Fund the creation of our beautiful and iconic Priscilla Bus  
and receive 2 tickets to any performance after opening weekend  

Rights Underwriter  |  10 opportunities @ $1000 each  |  Sponsor funding for the rights to present Priscilla  
in Los Angeles and receive 2 tickets to any performance after opening weekend 

 
Sound Underwriter  |  3 opportunities @ $500 each  |  Sponsor performances for perfectly-enhanced sound 

Band Underwriter  |  4 opportunities @ $500 each  |  Sponsor the cost of LIVE music and the incredible score 

All financial contributions are tax-deductible to the full extent of the law. 

 

For More Information:  
Stephen Soucy —  shsoucy@gmail.com or 310-927-4111  

Jay Marcus — jay@celebrationtheatre.com or 646-522-3817 
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